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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday February 10, 2020

1439             Officers stopped a vehicle at 2800 Wilmington and arrested Gregory L. Holmes, w/m/42, on a warrant. 20-6121

1533             Officers responded to 2100 Whipp, Marc's Grocery, and arrested Terrence Cummings, b/m/28, on theft by deception. 20-6131

1616             Officers stopped a vehicle at Stroop and Woodman and arrested Daniel Schwartz, w/m/58, for OVI. 20-6140

Tuesday February 11, 2020

1711             Officers stopped a vehicle on Wilmington at Beaver Creek Ln. and arrested Daelyn B. Pope, w/f/20, on warrants. 20-6311

1456             Officers responded to 2151 E. Bataan and arrested male juvenile, w/m/16, on theft and drug possession. 20-6295

2250             Officers responded to 2640 Ashton and arrested Ashton D. Newsome, w/m/19, on a warrant. 20-5591
Wednesday February 12, 2020

1026 Officers responded to an address on Marchester on a death call. They arrived and found that Donald Thomas, w/m/94, had passed away. No foul play. 20-6415

1216 Officers responded to an address on Ghent on a death call. They arrived and found that Margaret Ann Michel, w/f/83, had passed away. No foul play. 20-6432

1533 Officers responded to Stroop and Tait on a warrant transfer. They arrived and arrested Omori Gibson, b/m/21, on a warrant. 19-47084

1534 Officers arrested Dustin M. Crouch, w/m/31, on a warrant via fax. 20-5046

0006 Officers responded to 3960 Far Hills, Shell Station, and arrested David A. Hergenroder, w/m/38, for OVI. 20-6528

Thursday February 13, 2020

0731 Officers responded to 1225 Lytle Apt 1 on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Michael L. Brown, b/m/24, on the warrant. 20-6459

1530 Officers met a Bellbrook Unit and arrested Jeremy M. Harnish, w/m/36, on a Kettering warrant. 20-6445

1608 Officers responded to 2165 E. Whipp Rd on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Kevin Aultman, w/m/45, for DV. 20-6611

1708 Officers stopped a vehicle at 4075 Wilmington Pk and arrested Benjamin T. Jews, Jr, b/m/19, on a warrant. 20-6619

2057 Officers responded to 4033 Montezuma Pl. on a suspicious person. They arrived and arrested a male juvenile, w/m/15, for receiving stolen property and misuse of a credit card. 20-6653

Friday February 14, 2020

1450 Officers responded to 4075 Wilmington, Meijer, on a theft/robbery. They arrived and arrested Davis S. Sizemore, w/m/30, for robbery, theft, agg. assault and resisting. 20-6751
1944  Officers responded to 1700 Norton on a domestic. They arrived and
arrested a **17 yr. old male** for DV. 20-6772

2047  Officers stopped a vehicle on Smithville at Highview and arrested
**Yvonne D. Mudjiono, h/f/63**, for OVI. 20-6790

0330  Officers stopped a vehicle on Smithville at Tabor and arrested **James H.
Sturgell, w/m/46**, on a warrant. They arrested **Melissa K. Broyles, w/f/39**, for felony drug possession. 20-6828

**Saturday February 15, 2020**

1727  Officers stopped a vehicle at Jaybee and Wilmington and arrested
**Caroline L. Hoey, w/f/34**, for CCW, improper handling of a firearm in a
motor vehicle and weapons under disability. 20-6898

1851  Officers stopped a vehicle on Stroop at Marshall and arrested **Stephanie
D. Irwin, w/f/42**, for OVI. 20-6906

2250  Officers responded to 3321 Hackney Dr on a suspicious vehicle. They
arrived and arrested **Brian W. Kisner, w/m/33**, for OVI, resisting and
open container. 20-6931

0431  Officers responded to Meijer, 4075 Wilmington, on a suspicious call. They
arrived and arrested **Cassie M. Bunn, w/f/27**, for drug possession, RSP
and misuse of a credit card. 20-6952

0519  Officers responded to 2915 Whitehorse on a welfare check. They arrived
and arrested **John D. Allnut, w/m/26**, for drug possession and drug
paraphernalia. 20-6963

**Sunday February 16, 2020**

1639  Officers responded to 2274 Patterson, Dot’s Mkt, on a passing bad check
complaint. They arrived and arrested **Carl W. Brown, w/m/33**, for forgery,
passing bad checks and drug possession. 20-7024

1806  Officers stopped a vehicle at Stroop and Dogwood and arrested **Max. O.
L. Kidd, b/m/21**, on a warrant. 20-7058

1943  Officers responded to 1696 Beaver Ridge on a disturbance. They arrived
and arrested **Glen White III, b/m/20**, on burglary and assault. 20-7068
2052  Officers responded to 1288 Central Park on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Brian K. Stone, w/m/21, on the warrant. 19-48714

2226  Officers stopped a vehicle at 2361 S. Smithville and arrested Mitchell S. Etapa, w/m/30, for felony drug possession. 20-7088